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Preface

About This Guide

This guide contains information that helps RSA® Archer® administrators and users understand the
differences between the 6.1 and 6.2 versions of RSA Archer. It is intended for administrators and
users who currently use or have used RSA Archer and are investigating or are actively upgrading to
RSA Archer 6.2.

This guide assumes that the reader is knowledgeable about the GRC industry and RSA Archer.

RSA Archer Documentation

You can access RSA Archer documentation on the Archer Customer/Partner Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community/platform/62

Document Description

Release Notes A list of issues fixed in the release and a list of issues known at the time of the
release. Available in PDF format.

What's New
Guide

Overview of the new and updated features in the release. Overview of the
differences between RSA Archer version 5.x and version 6.x. Suggestions on
planning for moving from 5.x to 6.x are included. Available in PDF format.

Installation
and Upgrade
Guide

Instructions for installing RSA Archer GRC 6.2, and upgrading from 5.x to
version 6.2. Available in PDF format.

Online
Documentation

Provides information for using RSA Archer Platform and Solution use cases. This
document includes the information to set up and maintain the Platform and use the
Rest and Web APIs. Available from within the product in HTML5 format using
context-sensitive links, as well as in a Zip format for local installation. Content
from the online Documentation system is also available in PDF format, divided in
to the following guides: Administrator Guide, User Guide, Rest API Guide, Web
API Guide, and a Use Case Guide for each of the available solution use cases.
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Document Description

Archer Control
Panel (ACP)
Online Help

Information for using the RSA Archer Control Panel module to manage the
internal settings of the Platform, such as license keys, global paths and settings.
Available from within the ACP module, in a ZIP format for local installation, and
in PDF format.

Security and
Configuration
Guide

Overview of the security configuration settings available in the RSA Archer
Platform and the security best practices for using those settings to help ensure
secure operation of the Platform. Available in PDF format.

Sizing and
Performance
Guide

Provides the sizing and performance considerations for the Platform. This
document is intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing
and managing RSA Archer. Available in PDF format.

Support and Service

Customer Support Information https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-support

Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com

Other Resources

Resource Description

RSA
Archer
GRC
Community
on
RSA Link

Our public forum, on the RSA Link Community platform, brings together customers,
prospects, consultants, RSA Archer GRC thought leaders, partners and analysts to
talk about GRC as a practice, and includes product demos, GRC videos, white
papers, blogs and more.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc

Archer
Customer /
Partner
Community
on
RSA Link

Our private community, is a powerful governance, risk and compliance online
network that promotes collaboration among RSA Archer customers, partners,
industry analysts, and product experts. Engaging with the RSA Archer Community
on RSA Link enables you to collaborate to solve problems, build best practices,
establish peer connections and engage with RSA Archer GRC Thought Leaders.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community
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Resource Description

RSA Ready RSA's Technology Partner Program is where 3rd parties gain access to RSA
Software in order to develop an interoperability and have it documented and
certified. RSA Ready certifications are posted to an online Community and
supported by RSA Support.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready
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What's New in RSA Archer 6.2
This section describes the new and updated features in RSA Archer 6.2 since the 6.1 release.

For complete details on the features added for release 6.2, see the Online Documentation.

Enhancement Description

Improved End-
User Interface

The removal of Microsoft Silverlight from end-user pages enables users to
access those RSA Archer 6.2 pages using multiple browsers and tablets. For
more information on the supported browsers and tablets, see "Appendix G:
Qualified and Supported Environments" in the RSA Archer Installation and
Upgrade Guide.

For more information on what's different in end-user pages, see What's
Different in End-User Pages.

For a comparison of the RSA Archer 6.1 and the RSA Archer 6.2 end-user
interfaces, see End-User Interface Comparison.

Keyboard accessibility follows the WCAG AA guidelines. For more
information on keyboard accessibility, see Keyboard Accessibility.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 7
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Enhancement Description

Advanced
Workflow

The Advanced Workflow feature includes the following updates:

l All action buttons in the record UI (both for User Action nodes and the User
Initiated enrollment option) are no longer associated with a layout.

l Layouts are now reusable.

l Adding or removing transitions from a User Action node may break fewer
existing jobs.

l Can configure buttons with rules and permissions.

l Existing DDE rules that affect action buttons will be broken when the
Platform is upgraded - the layout objects will be deleted. For more
information about the impact to DDEs and instructions on updating them,
see "Reconciling DDEs", which is available both as a standalone PDF and
as an appendix in the 6.2 Installation & Upgrade Guide. You can
download both documents from the RSA Archer GRC Community on RSA
Link at:https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-
customer-partner-community/platform/62

l All applications with advanced workflow enabled now have three system
fields: Job Status, Current Node Name, and Process Version. These fields
allow you to identify records based on workflow data, which can help you
make decisions critical to a business process. For more information, see
"Advanced Workflow" in the Online Documentation.

Data
Encryption

The Data Encryption feature allows you to encrypt new text fields. For more
information, see "Encrypting Data" in the Online Documentation.

Improved
Package
Logging

The Packaging feature has been updated to include the following enhancements:

l A new Log Details Page that provides additional information when a package
generation fails or is only partially successful. For additional information, see
"Reviewing the Package Generation Log" in the Online Documentation.

l A new Status column on the Package Generation page that displays the status
for each attempted generation and links to the Log Details Page.

l Improved log messaging.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 8
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Enhancement Description

SAML 2.0
Support

The new Federation option on the Single Sign-on tab for an instance uses the
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0 to expand the options for
configuring the single sign-on feature on the instance level. For more
information, see "Configuring an Instance for Single Sign-On" in the Archer
Control Panel Help.

Third Party
Engagement

The Third Party Engagement use case contains the following updates:

l The Contracts, Engagements, and Supplier Request Form applications use
out-of-the-box Advanced Workflows to help automate the process of
performing risk assessments, and requesting, reviewing, and selecting new
suppliers, third parties, and third party engagements.

Note: The Contracts and Engagement workflows are available in any use
case that licenses those applications.

l The Supplier Request Form is a new application that allows you to evaluate
and manage third-party sourcing requests.

Resiliency
Management

The Resiliency Management use case contains the following updates:

l For Business Continuity, the Findings results are now linked to
Testing/Exercise

l For Business Resiliency, Findings and Loss Events results are linked to
Crisis Events

l The Lessons Learned Assessment allows you to view how well your
organization performs during crisis events. For more information, see "Using
RSA Archer Resiliency Management" in the Online Documentation.

PCI
Management

The PCI Management use case contains the following updates:

l Leverages the PCI DSS 3.2 content, including Mail Merge and a new Self-
Assessment questionnaire

l Includes new ability to assess a subset of PCI DSS controls

Dashboard
Export

End-users often need to share risk and compliance data with relevant
stakeholders within the business. Users now have the ability to export
dashboards that contain iViews of reports as a PDF file, and then print or share
this information. This enables management to easily review risk data outside of
RSA Archer.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 9
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What's Different in End-User Pages

The removal of Microsoft Silverlight from end-user pages enables users to access RSA Archer using
multiple browsers and tablets.

The following is a list of differences in appearance and functionality between redesigned end-user
pages and previous versions.

Feature Description How to Proceed

Accessibility All tasks can be completed using
the keyboard.

Not applicable.

Buttons/Icons l All buttons and icons are updated
for 6.2.

l The Apply button is no longer
included in the user interface.

Click Save to apply and save changes.

Validation
Errors

When validation fails, an error icon
now appears next to the field that is
required.

Not applicable.

Interface
Tool Tips
and Section
Descriptions

l Information about interface
sections and fields is now
accessible by hovering over the

icon.

Note: On touch screens, tap the
icon to view tooltips and

descriptions.

l Expand sections by clicking the
arrow on the section header.

To view a description of a field or section,
hover over the icon.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 10
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Feature Description How to Proceed

Results and
Records

l For a large number of results that
span multiple pages, the page
navigation is at the bottom of the
page or section.

l You can refresh the list of
results.

l The results you are viewing are
listed by range.

Example:

Records 101-200 of 3551

Use the page navigation at the bottom of the
page or section.

Filtering
Options

l Filtering options are available by
clicking the column header of the
column to filter by.

l On the filter options drop-down,
you can sort ascending or
descending, group by the
selected field, and set specific
filters.

To disable grouping by column, in the filter
options drop-down, select Ungroup by this
field.

Grid Options l When resizing grid columns, a
line appears displaying the side
of the column.

l All grid column headers are
bold.

Click and drag the side of the column to the
appropriate width.

Note: On Administration pages, the Group
By option for the grid columns is available
by dragging the column header and dropping
it in the drop zone.

End-User Interface Comparison

User Contact Information

The Contact Information section on the User Profile page now contains fewer fields when the page
is loaded. Additional email and phone fields are available after a field is completed.

RSA Archer 6.1:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 11
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RSA Archer 6.2:

Filtering Options

Filtering options are available by clicking the drop-down arrow next to the column name.

RSA Archer 6.1:

RSA Archer 6.2:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 12
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Login History

Filtering results on the Login History page now include options to sort ascending or descending. To
filter by date, use the Filters options.

RSA Archer 6.1:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Grid Columns

The header row of the grid is highlighted. When resizing grid columns, a line appears displaying the
side of the column.

RSA Archer 6.1:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 13
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RSA Archer 6.2:

Keyboard Accessibility
End-user pages follow WCAG AA guidelines for keyboard accessibility.

RSA Archer-specific keyboard shortcuts are listed in the following table.

Feature Keyboard Combination

Date Filter - Previous Month Page Up/ Ctrl + <left arrow>

Date Filter - Next Month Page Up/ Ctrl + <right arrow>

Date Filter - Previous Year Ctrl + <down arrow>

Date Filter - Next Year Ctrl + <up arrow>

What's New in RSA Archer 6.2 14
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Moving from 5.x to 6.2
The move from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.2 is a software upgrade only. No data migration is involved.
Existing workflows continue to work. All of your data and configurations remain the same in all
applications and questionnaires, except for Task Management. For information specific to upgrading
Task Management, see the RSA Archer 6.2 Release Notes on the Archer Customer/Partner
Community on RSA Link.

The following practices may help ease the process of moving from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.2.

l Plan. Plan for the new release by reviewing the following RSA-provided materials:

o Release Notes

o What's New Guide (this document)

o Online Documentation

l Document. To account for the changes and new features in the new release, update your internal
company documentation and procedures for using RSA Archer.

l Test. Test your updated procedures for using the new release.

l Train. Train your team about the changes and new features in the new release.

o Attend an RSA training course.

o For information on the new and updated features in the release, see What's New in Release
6.2.

What's Different from 5.x to 6.2

The following is a list of differences in functionality between 5.x and 6.2 features.

Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Browser Support Updated 6.x no longer supports IE8
and IE9.

Upgrade your browser to a
version that supports
HTML5 and Silverlight.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 15
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Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Themes New
Functionality

Themes are simplified in 6.2.
Instead of choosing multiple
custom colors and fonts for
the user interface, you now
have two color choices
(primary and secondary).

Traditional themes are no
longer supported.

To change the primary and
secondary colors for your
instance, go to the
Administration menu and
under Appearance, click
Appearance.

Record Page Updated Cosmetic improvements have
been made, and the Apply
button has been removed.

Not applicable.

Questionnaire Page Updated Questionnaires no longer
have a different set of
buttons. The user interface
for questionnaires is the
same as the user interface
for applications.

Not applicable.

Quick Reference
Links

Moved Quick reference links no
longer display at the top of
the workspace page. They
now display on the
workspace menu that you
open from the menu bar.

To access Quick Reference
links, click the workspace
menu.

Quick Reference
Link Folders

Not
Supported

Quick Link folders are no
longer supported.

Review whether your
existing quick links are still
valid in the new user
interface.

Quick Reference
Solutions Links

Not
Supported

Linking solutions to a
workspace with Quick Links
is no longer supported.

Not applicable.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 16
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Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Quick Search
Results

Replaced Global Search replaces
Quick Search, which
includes the following
differences:

l A global search covers all
applications in the
instance

l Searched items are no
longer highlighted

l Percentage calculation of
search results has been
eliminated

Use the same manner for
searching as with Quick
Search. Wild cards are still
supported.

Inline Edit / Inline
Delete

Modified Inline Edit and Inline Delete
are supported in Advanced
Search, the Record Browser,
and reports.

Note: In the Record
Browser, Inline Edit and
Inline Delete are not
supported in leveled
applications, DDE fields, and
the Date/Time field.

Use the Record Browser
Inline Edit capabilities on
Advanced Search and
Reports pages.

Search Result
Formats from the
Navigation Menu

Modified Print/Export is now supported
on the Record Browser and
5.x- equivalent search results
are available on the Search
Results page.

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 17
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Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Field Types Not
Supported in the
Record Browser

Not
Currently
Supported

The following fields are not
supported in the Record
Browser but are still
supported in Advanced
Search:

l Matrix

l Attachment (only the
name is displayed in the
Record Browser)

l Image

l Related Records

l Multi-reference

l Sub-form

l Multiple Reference
Display Control

l Values Lists (images
cannot be used as values)

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Grouping Results
Per Page in Record
Browser

Not
Supported

These options are not
currently supported.

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Master Report
Listing

Moved Reports in the Master Report
Listing are now available
from the Reports option in
the User menu.

From the menu bar, click
your User menu, and select
Reports.

Web Search Not
Supported

Web search from the
RSA Archer menu is no
longer present.

Not applicable.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 18
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Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Grouping in
Navigation Menu
Searches

Not
Currently
Available

Filter views for report
groupings are no longer
available from the Record
Browser which replaces the
Display All list in the
Navigation Menu.

Not applicable.

Ability to add
custom logo

Moved You can replace the RSA
logo in the bottom left corner
of the page.

To replace the RSA logo
with your company logo, go
to the Administration menu,
and under Appearance, click
Appearance.

Events tab in
Application Builder

Moved The Events tab was removed
to accommodate multiple
layouts. When editing an
application, you can now
configure Events (DDEs)
from the Layout tab.

To access configuration
options for the Events
(DDEs) of an application,
select the Layout tab.

Help links on
Silverlight pages

Moved The Help link no longer
appears on Silverlight pages.
Instead, a new main Help
link appears on the menu bar.

To access the Help, click the
Help button from the menu
bar.

Administration
menu

Moved The Administration menu
displays from a button on the
menu bar.

To access the Administration

menu, click .

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 19
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Feature Status in
6.2 Description How to Proceed

Discussion Forum Moved New Discussion Forum
topics can be created from
the Forums page, which is
contained within a discussion
community. You can access
the Discussion Community
Listing page by clicking
Communities from the menu
bar.

To add a new topic:

1. Go to the Discussion
Community Listing page:

a. From the Workspace
menu, click a
solution.

b. Click the sub-
solution.

c. Under Discussion
Forum,
click Communities.

2. Open the community that
contains the forum in
which you want to add a
topic.

3. Open the forum.

4. In the Forum Content
section, click Add New.

Scheduler Modified The Save button no longer
closes the current page. You
must click Close to close the
page and return to the
Scheduler field after saving.

Not applicable.

Filter Records by
Level

Not
Supported

You can no longer view all
records by a specific level in
a leveled application by using
a menu filter.

To view lower level records,
you must select a record
from an upper level. The
related items on the next
level are displayed.

Custom Objects Broken Due to major changes in the
interface, RSA cannot
guarantee that custom objects
will continue to work.

Update the Custom Object
code.

Important: The minimum supported browser window width is 1280 pixels.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 20
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5.x to 6.2 User Interface Comparison

Themes

Themes are simplified in 6.2. Instead of choosing multiple custom colors and fonts for the user
interface, you now have two color choices (primary and secondary).

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 21
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Questionnaire Page

The user interface for questionnaires is the same as the user interface for applications.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 22
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Quick Reference Links

Quick reference links no longer display on the workspace in the menu. They now display on the
workspace menu that you open from the workspace button.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Quick Search Results

Global Search replaces Quick Search, which includes the following differences:

l A global search includes all applications and questionnaires in the instance

l Searched items are no longer highlighted

l Percentage calculation of search results no longer exists

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 23
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 24
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Inline Edit / Inline Delete

In 5.x and 6.2, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are on the search results page. In 5.x, Inline Edit was
also used in the Navigation Menu. In 6.2, Inline Edit is also used in the Record Browser.

Note: In the Record Browser, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are not available in leveled applications,
data-driven event (DDE) fields, or the Date/Time field.

Grouping Results Per Page

These options were removed to help distinguish between browsing records and generating reports.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:
No longer supported on the Record Browser. These options are still available in Advanced Search
results.

Master Report Listing

Previously in 5.x, the Master Reports Listing page was accessible from the Reports link displayed on
the top-right corner of the screen. Reports in the Master Report Listing are now available from the
Reports option in the User menu.

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.2:

Web Search

The Web search from the RSA Archer menu is no longer present.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:
No longer supported.

Ability to Add Custom Logo

In 6.2, you can replace the RSA logo which is now in the bottom left corner of the page.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 26
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Apply Button

The Apply button no longer appears on the Record Details page. The Save button no longer closes
the current page. You must click Close to close the page.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 27
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2

Events Tab

In 6.2, the Events tab was removed from the Application Builder because Data-Driven Events
(DDEs) are now tied to multiple layouts. When editing an application, you can now configure DDEs
from the Layout tab.

RSA Archer 5.x:

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 28
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RSA Archer 6.2:

Help Links

The Help link no longer appears on Silverlight pages. Instead, when you click the Help button on the
menu bar, a context-sensitive Help topic opens.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Administration Menu

In 6.2, the Administration menu displays from the menu bar.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 29
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RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.2:

Discussion Forums

In 5.x, the link to access the Discussion Community Listing page no longer appears from the
Navigation Menu. In 6.2, access the Discussion Community Listing page by clicking Communities
from the menu bar.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 31
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Scheduler

Since the Save button no longer closes the current page, users must click Close to close the
Appointment window and return to the Scheduler field.

Display Records by Level

In 6.2, the Navigation Menu no longer filters records by any level other than the top.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 32
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.2:

Custom Objects

Due to major changes in the interface, RSA cannot guarantee that custom objects will continue to
work.

Moving from 5.x to 6.2 33
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